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Abstract

In this article, the pre-trained convolutional networks
from the EmotiEffNet family for frame-level feature extrac-
tion are used for downstream emotion analysis tasks from
the fifth Affective Behavior Analysis in-the-wild (ABAW)
competition. In particular, we propose an ensemble of a
multi-layered perceptron and the LightAutoML-based clas-
sifier. The post-processing by smoothing the results for se-
quential frames is implemented. Experimental results for
the large-scale Aff-Wild2 database demonstrate that our
model is much better than the baseline facial processing
using VGGFace And ResNet. For example, our macro-
averaged F1-scores of facial expression recognition and ac-
tion unit detection on the testing set are 11-13% greater.
Moreover, the concordance correlation coefficients for va-
lence/arousal estimation are up to 30% higher when com-
pared to the baseline.

1. Introduction
The affective behavior analysis in-the-wild (ABAW)

problem is an essential part of many intelligent systems with
human-computer interaction [8, 9]. It can be used in on-
line learning to recognize student satisfaction and engage-
ment [28], understand users’ reactions to advertisements,
analyze online event participants’ emotions, video surveil-
lance [29], etc. Despite significant progress in deep learning
in image understanding, video-based prediction of human
emotions is still a challenging task due to the absence of
large emotional datasets without dirty/uncertain labels.

To speed up progress in this area, a sequence of ABAW
workshops and challenges has been launched [5, 7, 14].
They introduced several tasks of human emotion under-
standing based on large-scale AffWild [11, 36] and Af-
fWild2 [12, 13] datasets. The recent ABAW-5 competi-

tion [10] contains an extended version of the Aff-Wild2
database for three uni-task challenges, namely, (1) predic-
tion of two continuous affect dimensions, namely, valence
and arousal (VA); (2) facial expression recognition (FER);
and (3) detection of action units (AU), i.e., atomic facial
muscle actions. Refining the model by using only annota-
tions for a given task is strictly required, i.e., the multi-task
learning on the VA, FER, and AU labels of the AffWild2
dataset is not allowed. As emotions can rapidly change over
time, frame-level predictions are required.

The above-mentioned tasks have been studied in the third
ABAW challenge [6]. Hence, there exist several promising
solutions for its participants. The baseline for VA predic-
tion is a ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet with a (lin-
ear) output layer that gives final estimates for valence and
arousal [10]. Much better results on validation and test
sets were achieved by EfficientNet-B0 [24] pre-trained on
AffectNet [16] from HSEmotion library [25]. An ensem-
ble approach with the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and
Transformer [4] combined using Regular Networks (Reg-
Net) [19] let the team PRL take the third place for this
task. The runner-up was the FlyingPigs team that proposed
a cross-modal co-attention model for continuous emotion
recognition using visual-audio-linguistic information based
on ResNet-50 for spatial encoding and a temporal convolu-
tional network (TCN) for temporal encoding [37]. Finally,
the winning solution of the Situ-RUCAIM3 team utilized
two types of encoders to capture the temporal context infor-
mation in the video (Transformer and LSTM) [15].

The baseline for the FER task is a VGG16 network with
fixed convolutional weights, pre-trained on the VGGFACE
dataset [10]. The second place was taken by an ensemble
of multi-head cross-attention networks (Distract your At-
tention Network, DAN) from the IXLAB team [2]. A uni-
fied transformer-based multimodal framework for AU de-
tection and FER that uses InceptionResNet visual features
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and DLN-based audio features [40] took first place in this
competition.

Similarly to FER, the baseline for AU detection is
a VGGFACE network [10]. A visual spatial-temporal
transformer-based model and a convolution-based audio
model to extract action unit-specific features were proposed
by the STAR-2022 team [32]. An above-mentioned ensem-
ble approach of GRU and Transformer with RegNets [19]
took the third place. Slightly better results were achieved by
the IResnet100 network of the SituTech team that utilized
feature pyramid networks and single-stage headless [3].
The winner is again the InceptionResNet-based audiovisual
ensemble of the Netease Fuxi Virtual Human team [40].

The fifth edition of the ABAW challenge [10] signifi-
cantly improved performance for all these challenges. For
example, the team CBCR that took the third place in the VA
task fine-tuned the pre-trained VGG model using logmel-
spectrogram for the audio part of the visual-audio-linguistic
pipeline [38] instead of the previous attempts with VG-
Gfish [37]. Excellent results are obtained by the Ctyu-
nAI team using Efficientnet-b2 [28] for EXPR (third place)
and AU (6th place) competitions, while a large ensem-
ble of many models worked better for VA estimation (4th
place) [42]. The winner of FER and AU competitions
(Netease Fuxi AI Lab) used the masked autoencoder and
multimodal ensemble [39].

In this paper, we propose a novel pipeline suitable for all
three tasks of ABAW in the video. The unified representa-
tion of a facial emotion state is extracted by a pre-trained
lightweight EmotiEffNet model [22]. These convolutional
neural networks (CNN) are tuned on external AffectNet
dataset [16], so the facial embeddings extracted by this neu-
ral network do not learn any features that are specific to the
Aff-Wild2 dataset [12, 13]. Several blending ensembles are
studied based on combining embeddings [30] and logits at
the output of these models for each video frame [24,25]. In
addition to MLP (multi-layer perceptron), we examine clas-
sifiers from the LightAutoML (LAMA) framework [31].

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
The proposed workflow is presented in Section 2. Its ex-
perimental study for three tasks from the fifth ABAW chal-
lenge is provided in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains
the conclusion and discussion of future studies.

2. Proposed approach
In this Section, the novel workflow for emotion recog-

nition in video is introduced (Fig. 1). At first, the faces are
detected with an arbitrary technique, and the representations
of affective behavior are extracted from each face by using
EfficientNet CNN from HSEmotion library [25], such as
EmotiEffNet-B0 [24] or the winner of one of the tasks from
ABAW-4, namely, MT-EmotiEffNet-B0 [25]. These mod-
els were trained for face identification on the VGGFace2
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Figure 1. Proposed workflow for the video-based facial emotion
analysis.

dataset. Next, they were fine-tuned to recognize facial ex-
pression and, in case of multi-task MT-EmotiEffNet model,
predict valence/arousal from a static photo by using the Af-
fectNet dataset [16].

For simplicity, let us assume that every t-th frame of
the video contains a single facial image X(t), where t ∈
{1, 2, ..., T} and T is the total number of frames [26]. These
images are resized and fed into the EmotiEffNet PyTorch
models to obtain D-dimensional embeddings x(t) [30],
eight-dimensional logits for 8 facial expressions l(t) from
AffectNet (Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Happiness,
Neutral, Sadness, Surprise) and valence V (t) ∈ [−1; 1]
(how positive/negative a person is) and arousal A(t) ∈
[−1; 1] (how active/passive a person is) [10].

Next, these facial representations are used to solve an ar-
bitrary downstream task. In this paper, we examine three
problems from the ABAW-5 competition, namely (1) VA
prediction (multi-output regression); (2) FER (multi-class
classification); and (3) AU detection (multi-class multi-
label classification).

The supervised learning case is assumed where a train-
ing set of N > 1 pairs (Xn, yn), n = 1, 2, ...N is available.
Here, a facial image Xn from the video frame and asso-
ciated with corresponding labels yn. Here are the details
about each task:

1. VA estimation data contains a training set with 356
videos and 1653757 frames, and a validation set with
76 videos and 376323 frames

2. Training and validation sets for FER contain 248
videos (585317 frames) and 70 videos (280532
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frames), respectively. Each frame is associated with
one of eight imbalanced classes (Neutral, Anger, Dis-
gust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Surprise, or Other).

3. AU detection challenge consists of a training set (295
videos, 1356694 frames) and a validation set (105
videos, 445836 frames) with 12 highly-imbalanced la-
bels: AU 1 (inner brow raiser, AU 2 (outer brow
raiser), AU 4 (brow lowerer), AU 6 (cheek raiser), AU
7 (lid tightener), AU 10 (upper lip raiser), AU 12 (lip
corner puller), AU 15 (lip corner depressor), AU 23
(lip tightener), AU 24 (lip pressor), AU 25 (lips part),
and AU 26 (jaw drop) [10].

At first, every training example Xn is fed into the same
CNN to obtain embeddings xn [24, 30], FER logits ln and
valence/arousal Vn, An. In this paper, the following clas-
sifiers are trained: MLP and ensemble models trained via
the LAMA library [31]. The latter tries to find the best
pre-processing, classifiers, and their ensembles, and post-
processing for an arbitrary classification or regression task.
Due to computational complexity and poor metrics obtained
after 10 minutes of AutoML search, we do not process em-
beddings x(t) here. The input of LAMA is a concatenation
of logits l(t), valence V (t), and arousal A(t) at the output
of the last layer of EmotiEffNets.

The MLP is trained with the TensorFlow 2 framework
similarly to [24]. VA is better predicted using only logits
and valence/arousal by an MLP without a hidden layer and
two outputs with tanh activation functions trained to maxi-
mize the mean estimate of the Concordance Correlation Co-
efficient (CCC) for valence CCCV and arousal CCCA.

FER and AU detection are solved similarly by feeding
embeddings or logits into the MLP with one hidden layer. In
the former case, eight outputs with softmax activations were
added, and the weighted sparse categorical cross-entropy is
used to fit the classifier. In addition, we examined the possi-
bility to fine-tune the whole EmotiEffNet CNN on the train-
ing set of this challenge using PyTorch source code from the
HSEmotion library.

The output layer for the AU detection task contains 12
units with sigmoid activation functions, and the weighted
binary cross-entropy loss was optimized. The final pre-
diction is made by matching the outputs with predefined
thresholds. It is possible to either set a fixed threshold (0.5
for each unit) or choose the best threshold for each action
unit to maximize F1-score on a validation set. The classi-
fier predicts the class label that corresponds to the maximal
output of the softmax layer.

In all tasks, it is possible to build a simple blending de-
cision rule to combine several classifiers (LightAutoML,
MLP, fine-tuned model) and input features (embeddings or
logits from pre-trained model). Moreover, pre-trained mod-
els were used to make predictions for VA and FER tasks.
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Figure 2. Dependence of CCC for valence prediction on the
smoothing kernel size k.

In the former case, the valence V (t) and arousal A(t) pre-
dicted by MT-EmotiEffNet [25] were directly used to make
a final decision (hereinafter “pre-trained VA only”). In the
second case due to the difference in classes, namely, ab-
sence of contempt emotion and the presence of the state
“Other” in the AffWild2 dataset, we preliminarily apply
the MLP classifier to make a binary decision (Other/non-
Other). If the predicted class label is not equal to Other,
predictions of the pre-trained model from other 7 basic fa-
cial expressions are used, i.e., the label that corresponds to
the maximal logit (hereinafter “pre-trained logits”).

The final decision in the pipeline (Fig. 1) is made by
smoothing predictions (class probabilities for classification
tasks and predicted valence/arousal for regression prob-
lem) [26] for individual frames by using the box filter with
kernel size 2k + 1. Here k is a hyperparameter chosen to
maximize performance metrics on the validation set. In fact,
we compute the average predictions for the current frame,
previous k frames, and next k frames [24].

3. Experimental results
Let us discuss the results of our workflow (Fig. 1) for

three tasks from the fifth ABAW challenge [10]. The train-
ing source code to reproduce the experiments for the pre-
sented approach is publicly available1.

3.1. Valence-Arousal Prediction

A comparison of our workflow based on EmotiEffNet-
B0 and MT-EmotiEffNet-B0 [25] with previous results on
the Valence-Arousal estimation challenge is presented in
Table 1 and Table 22, respectively. A special remark “(train
+ val)” is added in the latter table, if the regression model

1https : / / github . com / HSE - asavchenko / face -
emotion-recognition/tree/main/src/ABAW

2Refer https://ibug.doc.ic.ac.uk/resources/cvpr-
2023-5th-abaw/ for *
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Figure 3. Dependence of CCC for arousal prediction on the
smoothing kernel size k.

was trained on the concatenation of official training and
validation sets. Otherwise, only the training set was uti-
lized. We use official performance metrics from the orga-
nizers: CCC for valence, arousal, and their average value
PV A = (CCCV +CCCA)/2. The value of “Is ensemble?”
is set to “Yes” for an ensemble of neural networks and “No”
for a single model.

Here, we significantly improved the results of the base-
line ResNet-50 [10]: our CCC is higher up to 0.19 and 0.53
for valence and arousal, respectively. Moreover, our best
ensemble model is characterized by 0.05 greater CCC V
and 0.07 greater CCC A when compared to the best pre-
vious usage of EmotiEffNet models [24]. The LightAu-
toML classifier is worse than simple MLP, but their blend-
ing achieves one of the top results.

One of the most valuable hyperparameters in our
pipeline is the kernel size k of the median filter. The depen-
dence of validation CCCs on k for valence and arousal is
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. As one can notice,
the highest performance is reached by rather high values of
k (25...50), i.e., 51...101 predictions should be averaged for
each frame.

3.2. Facial Expression Recognition

The macro-averaged F1-scores PEXPR and classifica-
tion accuracy for various FER techniques are shown in Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4. The value of PEXPR depending on the
kernel size k for our several best classifiers is presented in
Fig. 4.

In addition to cropped faces provided by the orga-
nizers of this challenge, we used here small (112x112)
cropped aligned photos. As one can notice, the quality of
FER on the former is much better, so we do not use aligned
faces in other experiments. The proposed approach makes
it possible to increase F1-score on 20% and 3% when com-
pared to the baseline VGGFACE [10] and the previous us-
age of EfficientNet models [24]. Again, a large kernel size
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Figure 4. Dependence of F1-score for FER on the smoothing ker-
nel size k.
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Figure 5. Dependence of F1-score for AU detection on the
smoothing kernel size k.

(50...200) of the mean filter is required to provide the best-
possible F1-score (Fig. 4).

Surprisingly, MT-EmotiEffNet [25] is up to 5% worse
than EmotiEffNet, though the former was significantly
more accurate on the multi-task learning challenge from
ABAW-4 competition [5]. It is important to emphasize that
the F1-score of our best ensemble (43.3%) is approximately
equal to the best single model (43.2%), though the differ-
ence in accuracy is significant (55.7% vs 54.6%). Never-
theless, we achieved the greatest validation F1-score, which
is 4% higher than the F1-score of the ABAW-3 winner team
(Netease Fuxi Virtual Human) [40].

3.3. Action Unit Detection

In the last Subsection, macro-averaged F1-score PAU is
estimated for the multi-label classification of action units.
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Method Modality Is ensemble? CCC V CCC A PV A

Baseline ResNet-50 [10] Faces No 0.31 0.17 0.24
EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.449 0.535 0.492

GRU + Attention [19] Video Yes 0.437 0.576 0.507
Resnet-50/TCN [37] Audio/video Yes 0.450 0.651 0.551

Transformer [15] Audio/video Yes 0.588 0.669 0.627
Resnet50/Regnet/EfficientNet [33] Faces Yes 0.257 0.383 0.320
Channel Attention Network [38] Audio/video Yes 0.423 0.670 0.547

Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.476 0.644 0.560
Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.554 0.659 0.607

TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.550 0.681 0.615
MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), LightAutoML Faces No 0.373 0.433 0.403

MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP Faces No 0.444 0.521 0.483
MT-EmotiEffNet (VA only) Faces No 0.404 0.248 0.326

MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP + LightAutoML Faces Yes 0.447 0.526 0.487
MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.490 0.604 0.547

MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP + LightAutoML, smoothing Faces Yes 0.486 0.597 0.542
EmotiEffNet (logits), LightAutoML Faces No 0.369 0.431 0.400

EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP Faces No 0.443 0.519 0.482
EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.490 0.596 0.543

EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP Faces Yes 0.450 0.530 0.490
EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces Yes 0.494 0.607 0.550

Table 1. Valence-Arousal Challenge Results on the Aff-Wild2’s validation set.

Method Modality Is ensemble? CCC V CCC A PV A

SituTech* Audio/video Yes 0.6193 0.6634 0.6414
Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.6486 0.6258 0.6372

Channel Attention Network [38] Audio/video Yes 0.5526 0.6299 0.5913
TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.5008 0.6325 0.5666

Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.5234 0.5451 0.5342
Regnet/Video Vision Transformer [17] Faces No 0.5043 0.4279 0.4661

Transformer [18] Faces No 0.4703 0.4578 0.4640
EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.4174 0.4538 0.4356

Resnet50/Regnet/EfficientNet [33] Faces Yes 0.3245 0.2321 0.2783
Baseline ResNet-50 [10] Faces No 0.211 0.191 0.201

MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP (train + val), smoothing Faces No 0.4818 0.5279 0.5048
MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.4771 0.5263 0.5017

EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces Yes 0.4788 0.5227 0.5007
MT-EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP + LightAutoML, smoothing Faces Yes 0.4748 0.5174 0.4961

EmotiEffNet (logits), MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.4704 0.5059 0.4882

Table 2. Valence-Arousal Challenge Results on the ABAW-5 test set.

The estimates of performance metrics on the validation set
are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 5. The results for the test
set are presented in Table 6. In contrast to previous exper-
iments, the kernel size k should be much lower (3...5) to
achieve the best performance. Indeed, at least one action
unit is rapidly changed in typical scenarios.

The LightAutoML ensemble is again slightly worse than

a simple MLP, but their blending leads to excellent results.
Our best model is 16% better than the baseline, though we
increase the F1-score of EmotiEffNet compared to its pre-
vious usage [24] on 1%. However, only the second-place
winner team (SituTech) has a higher F1 score on the vali-
dation set. Finally, the choice of thresholds can definitely
improve the AU detection quality, though it is possible that
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Method Modality Is ensemble? F1-score PEXPR Accuracy

Baseline VGGFACE [10] Faces No 0.23 -
RegNetY [20] Faces Yes 0.304 -

EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.402 -
DAN (ResNet50) [2] Faces Yes 0.346 -
InceptionResNet [40] Audio/video Yes 0.394 -
Meta-Classifier [33] Faces Yes 0.302 0.462

TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.377 -
Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.406 -

Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.495 -
MT-EmotiEffNet (embeddings), aligned faces Faces No 0.293 0.403
MT-EmotiEffNet (embeddings), cropped faces Faces No 0.336 0.447

EmotiEffNet (embeddings), aligned faces Faces No 0.304 0.474
EmotiEffNet (embeddings), cropped faces Faces No 0.384 0.495

EmotiEffNet (embeddings), smoothing Faces No 0.432 0.546
EmotiEffNet (logits) Faces No 0.327 0.426

EmotiEffNet (fine-tuned), cropped faces Faces No 0.380 0.484
EmotiEffNet (embeddings + logits), frame-level Faces Yes 0.396 0.502
EmotiEffNet (embeddings + logits), smoothing Faces Yes 0.431 0.546

EmotiEffNet (pre-trained + fine-tuned), frame-level Faces Yes 0.405 0.524
EmotiEffNet (pre-trained + fine-tuned), smoothing Faces Yes 0.433 0.557

Table 3. Expression Challenge Results on the Aff-Wild2’s validation set.

Method Modality Is ensemble? F1-score PEXPR

Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.4121
SituTech* Audio/video Yes 0.4072
TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.3532

Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.3337
IResnet100 [35] Faces Yes 0.3075

Noise aware model [1] Faces No 0.3047
EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.3025

Transformer [18] Faces No 0.2949
Baseline VGGFACE [10] Faces No 0.2050

EmotiEffNet (embeddings), MLP (train+val), smoothing Faces No 0.3292
EmotiEffNet (pre-trained + fine-tuned), smoothing Faces Yes 0.3286

EmotiEffNet (embeddings + logits), smoothing Faces Yes 0.3171
EmotiEffNet (embeddings), MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.3058

EmotiEffNet (fine-tuned) Faces No 0.2862

Table 4. Expression Challenge Results on the ABAW-5 test set.

the current choice of a threshold for each action unit using
the validation set is not optimal.

4. Conclusion and future works

We proposed the video-based emotion recognition
pipeline (Fig. 1) suitable for a wide range of affective be-
havior analysis downstream tasks. It exploits the pre-trained
EmotiEffNet models to extract representative emotional

features from each facial frame. Experiments on datasets
from the fifth ABAW challenge showed the benefits of our
workflow when compared to the baseline CNNs [10] and
previous application of EfficientNet models [24]. Though
our results are worse when compared to the multimodal en-
semble of the winning team (Netease Fuxi AI Lab) [39], our
workflow (Fig. 1) is one of the best among all participants
if only facial modality is analyzed.

Thus, it is possible to significantly improve the quality
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Method Modality Is ensemble? F1-score PAU

Baseline VGGFACE [10] Faces No 0.39
InceptionResNet [40] Audio/video Yes 0.525

Transformer [32] Audio/video Yes 0.523
GRU + Attention [19] Video Yes 0.544
EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.548

IResNet [3] Faces Yes 0.735
IResnet100 [35] Faces Yes 0.511

TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.517
Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.530

Regnet/Video Vision Transformer [17] Faces No 0.540
Masked Autoencoder graph representations [34] Faces Yes 0.543

Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.567
Regnet [33] Faces Yes 0.698

MT-EmotiEffNet, LightAutoML Faces No 0.472
MT-EmotiEffNet, MLP Faces No 0.525

MT-EmotiEffNet, MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.533
MT-EmotiEffNet, MLP + LightAutoML Faces Yes 0.533

MT-EmotiEffNet, MLP + LightAutoML, smoothing Faces Yes 0.543
EmotiEffNet, LightAutoML Faces No 0.477

EmotiEffNet, MLP Faces No 0.537
EmotiEffNet, MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.545

EmotiEffNet, MLP + LightAutoML Faces Yes 0.542
EmotiEffNet, MLP + LightAutoML, smoothing Faces Yes 0.554

EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet Faces Yes 0.544
EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet, smoothing Faces Yes 0.553

Table 5. Action Unit Challenge Results on the Aff-Wild2’s validation set.

Method Modality Is ensemble? F1-score PAU

Masked Autoencoder [39] Audio/video Yes 0.5549
SituTech* Audio/video Yes 0.5422

IResnet100 [35] Faces Yes 0.5144
Masked Autoencoder graph representations [34] Faces Yes 0.5128

Regnet/Video Vision Transformer [17] Faces No 0.5101
TCN [42] Audio/video Yes 0.4887

Regnet [33] Faces Yes 0.4811
EfficientNet-B0 [24] Faces No 0.4731

Transformer [41] Audio/video Yes 0.4752
Transformer [18] Faces No 0.4563

Baseline VGGFACE [10] Faces No 0.365
EmotiEffNet, MLP + LightAutoML, smoothing Faces Yes 0.4878

EmotiEffNet + MT-EmotiEffNet, smoothing Faces Yes 0.4821
MT-EmotiEffNet, MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.4786

EmotiEffNet, MLP, smoothing Faces No 0.4722
EmotiEffNet, MLP (train + val), smoothing Faces No 0.4687

Table 6. Action Unit Challenge Results on the ABAW-5 test set.

metrics by combining it with audio processing [21, 27, 40]
and/or temporal models [15, 37]. Another direction for

future research is an increase in decision-making speed
by using sequential inference and processing of video
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frames [23]. Finally, solutions of the winners [38, 39]
proved that it is necessary to use other options to perform
the train-test split of the AffWild2 dataset, so it is important
to borrow their ideas to increase the overall performance
metrics.
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